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Irish Science Fiction Routledge
Dystopian stories and visions of the Apocalypse are nothing new; however in recent years there has
been a noticeable surge in the output of this type of theme in literature, art, comic books/graphic
novels, video games, TV shows, etc. The reasons for this are not exactly clear; it may partly be as a
result of post 9/11 anxieties, the increasing incidence of extreme weather and/or environmental
anomalies, chaotic fluctuations in the economy and the uncertain and shifting political landscape in
the west in general. Investigating this highly topical and pervasive theme from interdisciplinary
perspectives this volume presents various angles on the main topic through critical analyses of
selected works of fiction, film, TV shows, video games and more.
Locating Science Fiction Cambridge University Press
Mike Ashley's acclaimed history of science-fiction magazines comes to the 1980s with Science-Fiction Rebels:
The Story of the Science Fiction Magazines from 1981 to 1990. This volume charts a significant revolution
throughout science fiction, much of which was driven by the alternative press, and by new editors at the leading
magazines. The period saw the emergence of the cyberpunk movement, and the drive for, what David Hartwell
called, 'The Hard SF Renaissance', which was driven from within Britain. Ashley plots the rise of many new
authors in both strands: William Gibson, John Shirley, Bruce Sterling, John Kessel, Pat Cadigan, Rudy Rucker in
cyberpunk, and Stephen Baxter, Alistair Reynolds, Peter Hamilton, Neal Asher, Robert Reed, in hard sf. He also
shows how the alternative magazines looked to support each other through alliances, which allowed them to
share and develop ideas as science-fiction evolved.
A Reader Liverpool Science Fiction Text
The Routledge Companion to Science Fiction is a comprehensive overview of the history and study of
science fiction. It outlines major writers, movements, and texts in the genre, established critical
approaches and areas for future study. Fifty-six entries by a team of renowned international
contributors are divided into four parts which look, in turn, at: history – an integrated chronological
narrative of the genre’s development theory – detailed accounts of major theoretical approaches
including feminism, Marxism, psychoanalysis, cultural studies, postcolonialism, posthumanism and
utopian studies issues and challenges – anticipates future directions for study in areas as diverse as
science studies, music, design, environmentalism, ethics and alterity subgenres – a prismatic view of
the genre, tracing themes and developments within specific subgenres. Bringing into dialogue the
many perspectives on the genre The Routledge Companion to Science Fiction is essential reading for
anyone interested in the history and the future of science fiction and the way it is taught and studied.
Women's Utopian and Dystopian Fiction Liverpool University Press
Mike Ashley's acclaimed history of science-fiction magazines comes to the 1980s
with Science-Fiction Rebels: The Story of the Science Fiction Magazines from 1981
to 1990. This volume charts a significant revolution throughout science fiction, much
of which was driven by the alternative press, and by new editors at the leading
magazines. The period saw the emergence of the cyberpunk movement, and the drive
for, what David Hartwell called, 'The Hard SF Renaissance', which was driven from
within Britain. Ashley plots the rise of many new authors in both strands: William
Gibson, John Shirley, Bruce Sterling, John Kessel, Pat Cadigan, Rudy Rucker in
cyberpunk, and Stephen Baxter, Alistair Reynolds, Peter Hamilton, Neal Asher,
Robert Reed, in hard sf. He also shows how the alternative magazines looked to
support each other through alliances, which allowed them to share and develop ideas
as science-fiction evolved.
Science Fiction, Alien Encounters, and the Ethics of Posthumanism Rowman &
Littlefield
Sport and Monstrosity in Science Fiction examines fantastic representations
of sport in science fiction, both cataloguing this almost entirely
unexamined literary tradition and arguing that the reason for its neglect
reflects a more widespread social suspicion of the athletic body as
monstrous. Combining scholarship of monstrosity with a biopolitically
focused philosophy of embodiment, this work plumbs the depths of our
abjection of the athletic body and challenges us to reconsider sport as an
intersectional space. In this latter endeavour it contradicts the image
presented by both the most dystopian films such as Deathrace and Rollerball
as well as social criticism of sport that limits its focus to an
essentially violent masculinity. The book traces an alternative tradition
of sport sf through authors as diverse as Arthur C. Clarke, Steven Barnes,
and Joan Slonczewski, exploring the way the intersectional categories of
gender, race, and age in these works are negotiated in, for example, a
solar wind sailing race or futuristic anti-gravity boxing. These complex
athletic bodies display the social mobility that sport allows and challenge
us to acknowledge our own monstrously animal bodies and our place in a
"cycle of living and dying".

Plants in Science Fiction Oxford University Press
Women’s Utopian and Dystopian Fiction explores the genres of
utopian and dystopian recent fiction. It is about how this
literature of both imagined perfection and disaster creates new
worlds and critiques gender roles, traditions, and values. Essays
range in subject matter from Charlotte Perkins Gilman, P. D.
James, Joanna Russ, and Marge Piercy, to Ursula Le Guin, Fay
Weldon, and Toni Morrison. Two of the three sections focus on
Doris Lessing and Margaret Atwood. Examining especially the
twentieth century, including second-wave feminism, writers from
Tunisia, Turkey, Italy, Korea, the US, and England give both an
historical and a global perspective. Utopian and dystopian
elements are explored in the Nobel-Prize-winning Doris Lessing’s
Memoirs of a Survivor, the little-known Mara and Dann, and The
Cleft; and new perspectives are offered on Atwood’s The
Handmaid’s Tale.

Gothic Science Fiction 1980-2010 McFarland
Gotlieb is a writer central to the Canadian science fiction canon. Though
she has been called the queen of Canadian SF by Robert J. Sawyer, and
though David Ketterer has suggested that she is Canadian SF, Gotlieb has
been largely overlooked by SF studies. This book delves deeply into her
body of work and traces her career in detail. Offering close readings of
Gotlieb's novels, short stories (including ones not reprinted since their
initial appearances), and SF-related poetry, this study explores Gotlieb's
development as a writer and her characteristic themes. The book also
references her manuscripts when the differences between them and the
published stories provide insights into her working methods. The book
enumerates and analyzes Gotlieb's innovative explorations of common SF
tropes such as the superhuman, human-alien interaction, and the galactic
empire, her prevalent thematic concerns (e.g., reproduction, colonization,
the mind-body relationship, the essence of "humanity") as well as her
stylistically dense and literary approach to the genre.

The Cambridge History of Science Fiction MIT Press
Animal Alterity uses readings of science fiction texts to explore how
animals are central to our perception of humanity. Arguing that the
academic field of animal studies and the popular genre of science
fiction share a number a critical concerns, Sherryl Vint expresses an
urgent need to reconsider the human-animal boundary in a world of
genetic engineering, factory farming, species extinctions, and
increasing evidence of animal intelligence, emotions, and tool use.
Mapping the complex terrain of human relations with non-human animals,
this book offers an important intervention into the contentious
ongoing discussions of the post-human.
Culture, Theory and Criticism in the 21st Century McFarland
Plants have played key roles in science fiction novels, graphic novels and
film. John Wyndham’s triffids, Algernon Blackwood’s willows and Han Kang’s
sprouting woman are just a few examples. Plants surround us, sustain us,
pique our imaginations and inhabit our metaphors – but in many ways they
remain opaque. The scope of their alienation is as broad as their
biodiversity. And yet, literary reflections of plant-life are driven, as
are many threads of science fictional inquiry, by the concerns of today.
Plants in Science Fiction is the first-ever collected volume on plants in
science fiction, and its original essays argue that plant-life in SF is
transforming our attitudes toward morality, politics, economics and
cultural life at large – questioning and shifting our understandings of
institutions, nations, borders and boundaries; erecting and dismantling new
visions of utopian and dystopian futures.
Critical Posthumanism: Cloned, Toxic and Cyborg Bodies in Fiction Liverpool
University Press
From its beginnings in the works of H.G. Wells and Jules Verne to the
virtual worlds of William Gibson's Neuromancer and The Matrix, Science
Fiction: A Guide to the Perplexed helps students navigate the often
perplexing worlds of a perennially popular genre. Drawing on literature as
well as example from film and television, the book explores the different
answers that criticism has offered to the vexed question, 'what is science
fiction?' Each chapter of the book includes case studies of key texts,
annotated guides to further reading and suggestions for class discussion to
help students master the full range of contemporary critical approaches to
the field, including the scientific, technological and political contexts
in which the genre has flourished. Ranging from an understanding of the
genre through the stereotypes of 1930s pulps through more recent claims
that we are living in a science fictional moment, this volume will provide
a comprehensive overview of this diverse and fascinating genre.

Science-Fiction Rebels: the Story of the Science-Fiction Magazines
from 1981 To 1990 Cambridge University Press
Animal AlterityScience Fiction and the Question of the Animal
Science Fiction Oxford University Press
Series numbering from publisher's website.

Broken Mirrors Springer
Canadian Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror: Bridging the Solitudes
exposes the limitations of the solitudes concept so often applied
uncritically to the Canadian experience. This volume examines Canadian
and Québécois literature of the fantastic across its genres—such as
science fiction, fantasy, horror, indigenous futurism, and others—and
considers how its interrogation of colonialism, nationalism, race, and
gender works to bridge multiple solitudes. Utilizing a transnational
lens, this volume reveals how the fantastic is ready-made for
exploring, in non-literal terms, the complex and problematic nature of
intercultural engagement.

The History of the Science-Fiction Magazine Bloomsbury Publishing
Critical discussion of cult cinema has often noted its tendency
to straddle or ignore boundaries, to pull together different sets
of conventions, narrative formulas, or character types for the
almost surreal pleasure to be found in their sudden
juxtapositions or narrative combination. With its own boundary-
blurring nature - as both science and fiction, reality and
fantasy - science fiction has played a key role in such cinematic
cult formation. This volume examines that largely unexplored
relationship, looking at how the sf film's own double nature
neatly matches up with a persistent double vision common to the
cult film. It does so by bringing together an international array
of scholars to address key questions about the intersections of
sf and cult cinema: how different genre elements, directors, and
stars contribute to cult formation; what role fan activities,
including con participation, play in cult development; and how
the occulted or bad sf cult film works. The volume pursues these
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questions by addressing a variety of such sf cult works,
including Robot Monster (1953), Zardoz (1974), A Boy and His Dog
(1975), Tetsuo: The Iron Man (1989), Space Truckers (1996), Ghost
in the Shell 2 (2004), and Iron Sky (2012). What these essays
afford is a revealing vision of both the sf aspects of much cult
film activity and the cultish aspects of the whole sf genre.
Science Fiction Literature through History: An Encyclopedia [2
volumes] Routledge
In Locating Science Fiction, Andrew Milner looks at science fiction
within the context of a host of other genres—including fantasy,
romance, and the thriller—and explores the historical and geographic
contexts of science fiction's emergence and development. Bringing in
Raymond Williams's cultural materialism, Pierre Bourdieu's sociology
of culture, and Franco Moretti's application of world systems to
literary studies, he offers a persuasive, synthetic, and ultimately
new mode of science fiction analysis that will become essential
reading.

Animal Alterity Animal AlterityScience Fiction and the Question
of the AnimalThis title uses readings of science fiction texts to
explore how animals are central to our perception of humanity.
Arguing that the academic field of animal studies and the popular
genre of science fiction share a number a critical concerns, the
author expresses an urgent need to reconsider the human-animal
boundary in a world of genetic engineering, factory farming,
species extinctions, and increasing evidence of animal
intelligence, emotions, and tool use. Mapping the complex terrain
of human relations with non-human animals, the book offers an
intervention into the contentious ongoing discussions of the post-
human.Animal AlterityScience Fiction and the Question of the
Animal
It showcases how posthumanism has transformed the humanities and
what new work is now possible in light of this unsettling.
The Liverpool Companion to World Science Fiction Film University of Wales
Press
This collection merges representations of children and youth in various
science fiction texts with childhood studies theories and debates. Set in
the past, present, and future, science fiction landscapes and technologies
sometimes constrain, but often expand, agentic expression, movement, and
collaboration.
Transnational Press London
This title uses readings of science fiction texts to explore how animals
are central to our perception of humanity. Arguing that the academic field
of animal studies and the popular genre of science fiction share a number a
critical concerns, the author expresses an urgent need to reconsider the
human-animal boundary in a world of genetic engineering, factory farming,
species extinctions, and increasing evidence of animal intelligence,
emotions, and tool use. Mapping the complex terrain of human relations with
non-human animals, the book offers an intervention into the contentious
ongoing discussions of the post-human.
Technology, Subjectivity, Science Fiction Wesleyan University Press
Irish Science Fiction revisits a critical paradigm that has often been
overlooked or dismissed by science fiction scholars - namely, that science
fiction can be understood in terms of myth. Science fiction springs from
pseudo-science rather than 'proper' science, because pseudo-science is more
easily converted into narrative; in this book it is argued that different
cultures produce distinct pseudo-sciences, and thus, unique science fiction
traditions. Fennell's innovative framework is used to examine Irish science
fiction from the 1850s to the present day, covering material written both
in Irish and in English. Considering science fiction novels and short
stories in their historical context, Irish Science Fiction analyses a body
of literature that has largely been ignored by Irish literature
researchers. This is the first book to focus exclusively on Irish science
fiction, and the first to consider Irish-language stories and novels
alongside works published in English.

Narrative in an Era of Loss Springer
Science Fiction and Cultural Theory: A Reader is an essential resource
for literature students studying science fiction, science and popular
culture, and contemporary theory. This book combines key theories that
have become touchstones for work in the field with more recent
thinking to showcase how theoretical paradigms central to science
fiction such as posthumanism and mediation have become central to
critical theory overall in the twenty-first century. The book is
divided into four parts: Gender, Technology and the Body The Science-
Fictionalization of Everyday Life Media, Mediation, Science Fiction
Posthumanisms Each part will not only to outline the central critical
trends in the study of science fiction across media but will also to
show dialogue and exchange as these concepts are refined. Each section
will conclude with a list of recommendations for further reading. In
this volume Sherryl Vint brings together the most important critical
essays and approaches to the study science fiction over the last 40
years to create an ideal resource for classrooms.
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